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The SMR Annual meeting notice and ballot will be mailed on October 15 to your mailing address in the
SMR HOA Database. If you spend part of the year somewhere else than SMR and have specified that as
your mailing address, please ensure that your mail forwarding is up to date.
If you wish to change your mail address, please send a note by October 4 to database@smrhoa.com and
I’ll make the change. Herb Burton, Database Chair

President’s Remarks
I am writing this just a few days before October. As usual things tend to go in cycles,
the days get shorter, the temperatures begin to cool, and the saguaros begin to change
color and we have to rake their leaves (ok that last part is not true).
Another item that seems to come around every year about this time is people are not
picking up their dog’s droppings. It seems a shame that I have to remind some to pick
up after their dog. This is your neighborhood and many of your neighbors are finding
doody in their yards and common areas. The droppings are messy, but beyond that
they can carry disease dangerous to us and our dogs. Please pick up after your dog!
One more item that occurs is that people tend to get together and spend time outside talking and partying. This is a good thing especially
with the limitations we endured last year because of COVID. Just remember to keep the noise down after 10 pm because many of our
neighbors’, sleep with their windows open and loud music or conversations can disturb them.
The annual SMR HOA meeting will be held November 9th, 2021, at 7:00 pm via ZOOM. Originally, it was discussed that we may be
able to do a hybrid meeting with some people meeting at St. Alban’s and others using ZOOM. With the uncertainty of the path of the
COVID virus and a lot of thought it was determined the surest and safest way to handle this meeting this year was using video
conferencing. Barbara Carbajal (SMR secretary) will be sending out information about the upcoming meeting. I will also publish
instructions for joining the meeting via E-Blast.
The monthly SMR board meeting will be held via ZOOM on October 14th, 2021, at 9:00 am. If you need instructions to join our meeting
you may email me at president@smrhoa.com and I will send a copy to you.
100 years ago everyone owned a horse and only the rich had cars.
Today, everyone has a car and only the rich have horses.
Oh, how the stables have turned.
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Talk to you next month,
Jim Warner
President, SMR HOA
Email: president@smrhoa.com, Ph: 520-744-8208

Landscape
We have two important topics to cover in this month’s newsletter: first, cleaning
out scuppers; second, our timing and process for landscape maintenance in our
SMR Common Areas.
Reminder: be sure your scuppers are cleaned out.
This advice is provided by Landscape Committee member, Elaine Mathas. Elaine
is our Committee Secretary and the Representative for Zone 2 (Loma del Bribon
southside and all of Vereda Rosada). Elaine’s reminder was inspired by her
review of a rooftop last month after all the lovely Monsoon rains. Thank you,
Elaine, for passing along this important advice.
Check your rooftop scuppers. Make sure they are clear of debris and can drain
properly. This is an often-neglected maintenance issue for our flat roofed houses. The not-so-simple step for many of us is to
get on the roof and check the scuppers. But it is a necessary step especially if there is a large tree hanging over your roof. (If
it is not safe for you to climb up there, it’s worthwhile to hire someone to check on it for you.) The amount of debris that can
end up on our roofs is amazing! This debris accumulates at the base of the scuppers which drain the roof, leading to clogged
scuppers, water backing up, and potentially causing serious roof leaks. The water creates cracks in the mortar and weakens the
seal also creating problems with the slump block pointing. Over time this causes mold and rot inside the roof and ceiling. In
addition, when water accumulates, it creates a breeding ground for mosquitoes. If you have a large tree, such as a mesquite,
hanging over your roof, you should check the roof seasonally to clean out the debris. And you should consider hiring a tree
maintenance company to trim the branches over the roof.
SMR Common Area Maintenance Process.
The Landscape Committee divides SMR into eight zones. The zone maps and current zone representatives are available on our website:
http://www.smrhoa.com/Landscaping.html We have a Landscape Contractor, Infinity Earthworks, which is headed by Darrin Seidel
who has been working on the SMR landscape for over 25 years. Infinity works for SMR on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, but
sometimes they also work here on Saturday, putting in extra hours. In general, Darrin and his team focus on regular maintenance of the
developed common areas in each zone, one at a time. In September, Darrin has been focused on Zone 8 (Camino Ferreo) and is beginning
Zone 1 (Camino de Carrillo). Regular maintenance includes trimming trees and bushes, eliminating dead or dying plants and weeds,
and other tasks related to clean up. In addition, the zone rotation is a chance to focus on enhancing the common areas in the zone with
new plants and rock ground cover. However, inevitably, Darrin and the guys will spend part of each working day in other parts of SMR,
other than the zone in rotation. Darrin keeps track of the percent of time he spends in each zone every day that he is here working. For
example, in August, the zone in rotation was Zone 8, but Darrin spent 55% of his contract hours in other zones. Weeds, new plants,
fallen branches, spraying buffelgrass, and other tasks pulled him and the team into each of the other seven zones for part of each of their
workdays.
What happens when you see a problem in a common area? You can report it to me or to your zone representative. We will always
respond promptly and come to look at the issue in a day or two. If it is urgent, like a water leak, we will act on it immediately. If it
presents a hazard, we will also act on it immediately. If your request is for maintenance that is not urgent, it may need to wait for the
next rotation in your zone or for a break between zone work when Darrin or his team members can get to it. Recently, for example,
they have been trying to deal with the plentiful weeds throughout the community. If they haven’t gotten to the ones that you see, be
assured that they will, but please be patient.
Every month all the zone representatives review their zones and submit a report. They describe common areas that need work, and they
indicate which work can wait for the regular zone rotation and what might be moved up in the queue to be addressed sooner. They also
report on any homeowner’s front yard that is not complying with our Landscape Rules, which are also available for reference on our
website:
http://www.smrhoa.com/LandscapeRulesRegarding%20Homeowner%20Responsibilities%20FinalRevisionMay142020.pdf
If you have questions about our procedures or the requirements for homeowners’ yard maintenance, please contact me. Please also
remember that trimming or removing plants in any common area is against our HOA rules. Putting debris of any kind in any common
area also violates our rules, this includes trash, feces, construction detritus, and plant trimmings.
October 2021
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I hope October brings comfortable temperatures and some rain. May you have only Treats and no Tricks throughout the month.
Eloise Gore, Landscape Chair
landscape@smrhoa.com

Recreation
Pools and Spas
The East pool re-plastering project is proceeding on schedule. So far, the old
plaster has been removed, new tile has been installed at the top of the pool
and on the steps. New swim lane markers have also been installed. The quartz
plaster finish is the next step. October 15th is still the target completion date.
The East Spa is open from 5PM to 10PM.
The West pool and spa are open. One of the West pool gas heaters is being
overhauled. The remaining heater has been set at a higher temperature to
compensate.
We still must follow Pima County and CDC Covid 19 guidelines for the use of the pool and spas.
Court
The fall is a great time to be playing pickleball. If you want to learn this popular sport or are a new player
seeking a review of the basic skills, come join the SMR Beginner Clinic being held on November 13 from
8:00 - 10:00 am. Contact Ellie at elliejewell7@msn.com or text 520-241-8101 to sign up. Paddles will be
provided if you do not have one. An information flier will be in the neighborhood bulletin boards midOctober. We look forward to seeing you at the court.
The court will get even busier as Winter residents return. Please use reservemycourt.com to
schedule playing time.
Clubhouse
The Clubhouse remains closed. Safely reopening is discussed at every Board meeting,
Book Nook
The Book Nook is open from 5PM to 8PM.
I can be reached at recreation@smrhoa.com with any comments or concerns.
Jay Flaherty

Roads
SMR roads gathering international recognition!
I am currently sampling road surfaces in France, and can report that SMR roads meet
international standards.
John Mitchell
Roads Chair, roads@smrhoa.com or 1-608-347-5992
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Nominating Committee
The Nominating Committee has prepared a slate of candidates for the open positions.
We are fortunate to have three strong, well-qualified candidates for the 2022 Board
positions: Greg Adams, Colleen McAuliffe, and Bob Shaff.
John Mitchell
Nomination Chair
nominations@smrhoa.com or 1-608-347-5992

Hospitality Committee
On Saturday afternoon, September 18th, we hosted our 2nd New Neighbor
Event. We welcomed 12 new residents to SMR. It was held outside in Chico
Woods, where they had an opportunity to meet other neighbors and hear from
several Board members and Committee members, while enjoying appetizers
and drinks. Each new household also received a small pot of succulents as a
housewarming gift. We would like to thank volunteers Mary and Dennis
Nowik, Leslie and Marc Adams, Carol Sumner and Art Schwartz for their help
in putting on this event.

SAVE THE DATES!!

Thursday, October 21st from 4:30 - 7:30
Please join us for a BBQ picnic and live music outside at the east pool. We’ll be serving up hamburgers, hot dogs, etc., as well as salads,
beans, desserts, and plenty of refreshments.
Please RSVP to hospitality@smrhoa.com or call or text Colleen @ 206-669-2157
We’re looking forward to seeing you there!

Tuesday, November 16th, 5:15 happy hour, 6:00 presentation and Q&A
Join us as we welcome our neighbor Frank Figliuzzi, as our guest speaker. Frank retired as the FBI’s Assistant Director for
counterintelligence after serving 25 years as a Special Agent in major U.S. cities. He is a national security analyst for NBC News and
the author of the national best seller, The FBI Way. Frank will take us inside today’s FBI from its history and jurisdiction to the very
latest in DNA advances, serial killer initiatives, biometrics, and the FBI’s presence overseas. His talk will feature highlights from his
new podcast, “The Bureau with Frank Figliuzzi”, now among the top 25 “true crime” podcasts. Check out Frank’s website
http://www.frankfigliuzzi.com to learn more about him, his book, and his podcast. And, if you bring your copy of his book, Frank will
be happy to personalize it!
Colleen and Ron, Hospitality Chairs
You can reach us at hospitality@smrhoa.com
October 2021
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Architecture
****************
DID YOU KNOW?
****************
The Architecture Committee completes an annual exterior survey of your
home?
The survey is done each year to ensure compliance with the Architectural
Design Reference (ADR), which are the guidelines and regulations that have been established relating to the maintenance, repair and
remodeling of homes within the SMR Neighborhood.
Due to COVID, the inspection was not done last year, but we do expect the annual survey for this year will be completed by the end of
February of 2022. The survey is a “street view” only of your property. The Architectural Committee considers a short list of basic
maintenance items such as the need for paint, and/or the repair of broken windows or screens to name a few. With the end of the
monsoon season setting in, this is a good time to do a self-inspection of your property. Please consider helping the committee by
reviewing the Annual Survey Form to see what items may need to be addressed BEFORE the end of the year and before the
survey is done. Here is a link to the form the committee uses to complete the survey:
http://smrhoa.com/RSI%20+%20Annual%20Survey%20Form%20revised%20521.pdf
Note: The two items that the committee often sees in need of attention are 1) paint and/or repair of garage doors, and 2) front yard
post lamps. Your garage door should be free of dents and scratches and painted “Mesa Tan” (Dunn and Edwards color code =
DEC718/SP7), and your front post lamp should be painted “Black” in either a gloss or semi-gloss finish. All of the required colors,
guidelines and specifications are outlined in detail in the Architectural Design Reference (ADR), but you should always feel free to
contact the committee with any questions.
*******************
CURRENT PROJECTS Examples of Mission Revival front doors
*******************
In the same fashion that the Architecture Committee prepared the Mission Revival Light Fixture Samples document that can be found
on the SMR website, the committee is now working on a similar document that will contain examples of front doors. We are striving
to provide several examples of doors that the committee feels have the qualities that make the Mission Revival style and can also be
locally sourced. Stay tuned for more information!
Cheryl Adams, Alternate Chair
Email: architecture@smrhoa.com
214-577-0599
REMINDER #1: If you plan to sell your SMR home, please contact resale@smrhoa.com or phone Angie Perryman at 520-615-4074
before putting your house on the market. This will get the required Resale Inspection in progress and prevent any delays at closing.
We thank you in advance for your cooperation!
REMINDER #2: If you are contemplating any exterior project work, please check the Architectural Design Reference (ADR) or
contact me BEFOREHAND regarding the required SMR Project Application. Failure to get the required approvals may result in a
fine, unnecessary delays and/or expensive revisions.
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Neighborhood Watch
WE NEED VOLUNTEERS AS SECURITY MONITORS FOR SMR POOLS
AND COURTS
We are seeking volunteers to work with the SMR Neighborhood Watch Committee
to monitor the security cameras that keep watch on the activity at our two
swimming pools and our tennis/pickleball court. These cameras work
automatically to reveal the occasional unauthorized entry or activity at these
facilities. We are recruiting at least SIX volunteer Monitors to share the duty, two
at a time for one month, on a rotating basis to begin in January 2022.
The security camera system for the East Pool operates on a motion detector during the hours of 10 PM - 5 AM. It is equipped with
automatic flashing lights to convince any intruders to retreat.
At the West Pool and Courts, the security cameras operate on a motion detector 24 hours per day, watching the pool entrance gate, the
pool itself, and the court entrance gate.
The monitoring task is for the volunteer to review the camera footage (on their smartphone, tablet, laptop, or desktop) upon an intrusion
into our pools/court. The security monitor’s job is to MONITOR, not to prevent nor to police our facilities. Volunteers will not be
expected to confront trespassers, nor to call the Sheriff's Department themselves. Volunteers will be asked to report serious issues to the
Neighborhood Watch Chair, who will assess and report those issues, as appropriate, to the SMR Board and to the Pima County Sheriff's
office.
Our experience is that this responsibility should take 5-10 minutes to review footage when an incident occurs. As a point of reference,
serious issues have occurred only a few times per year in our history and have involved a few situations of vandalism, trespassing, or
fireworks. Full training on the camera system and instructions on accessing camera footage will be provided to all volunteers.
If you are willing to volunteer, or if you have any questions about the Monitor responsibilities, please contact Bob Shaff, SMR
Neighborhood Watch Chair, at bob@bobshaff.com or at 520-981-0648.
Bob Shaff
SMR Neighborhood Watch Chair, 520-981-0648
Neighborhood@smrhoa.com

Volunteer Liaison
WHY YOU SHOULD VOLUNTEER AT SMR -----IT’S NOT JUST THE
MONEY!!
SMR homeowners save money on Association dues because our all-volunteer
framework eliminates the substantial costs that contracting with a management
company would entail. I think, however, that saving money is only one of the
advantages we homeowners enjoy from this arrangement.
SMR’s volunteer modus operandi is more efficient and better effectuates the
preferences of the Association members than a management company would. Even with
a management company, Association members must directly oversee any projects that the management undertakes on the association’s
behalf. With or without a management company, an association must have strong and active committees to make sure projects are
performed in a timely fashion and in accordance with the wishes of the Association. The SMR Finance, Landscape, Architecture,
Recreation, Roads, Hospitality, Database, and Neighborhood Watch Committees not only set SMR’s priorities in their respective
bailiwicks, they directly implement them without intervention of any third party that may have different incentives than those of SMR
owners. Doing things this way involves fewer steps, fewer entities, and fewer opportunities for conflicts of interest. And, a management
company may not care about our Association’s financial outlays or our priorities. We can do a better job than a third-party company
with numerous clients to ensure that our dues are well-spent.
Consideration of these additional advantages of volunteering -- beyond the quite tangible financial saving -- should give each of us an
incentive to step up and make a contribution of time and talent to help run SMR.
We currently need volunteers in two key areas, briefly described below. Won’t you give us a hand?
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“ARLO” (NOT GUTHRIE) NEEDS ATTENTION
We are seeking volunteers to work with Neighborhood Watch to help monitor the security cameras (called the ARLO system) that keep
an eye on activity at our two swimming pools and our tennis/pickleball court. These cameras work automatically to reveal the occasional
unauthorized entry or activity at these facilities. Neighborhood Watch Chair Bob Shaff ‘s article, above, has all the details.
YOUR CHANCE TO PUT YOUR NAME ON THE MASTHEAD!!
Our long-time newsletter editor and publisher, Alan Frankle, eagerly anticipates emeritus status. This job really is an editing job – it
does not entail a lot of writing (unless you would like to add your own articles). The actual content is 99% created by Committee Chairs
and Board members. The job requires compiling this content on a monthly basis, checking the formatting, and sending to the webmaster
to put on the smrhoa web site. If you would like to volunteer for this position -- the community impact and value of which by far
outweigh the amount of time and effort required – please contact me at volunteer@smrhoa.com or 520-505-4963.
****
With much appreciation for ALL the SMR Volunteers, I remain,
your humble servant,
Allen W. Hile,
Volunteer Liaison, volunteer@smrhoa.com, 520-505-4963

Database
The 2021 SMR Directory contains all of the updated information. Please
submit any updates, changes, corrections and new information to:
database@smrhoa.com
Update:
Correction of email address: Raymond McKeefery; 4507 Tio;
rmckeefery@gmail.com

Herb Burton, Database Chair

Advertising by Residents
Procedure: Ads must be limited to 50 words, text only, no pictures, include a phone number and/or email address, and be submitted by
the middle of the month preceding the newsletter publication date (the first of the month, except for a combined mid-summer issue on
July 15). The ad is good for one issue. If you want it repeated, you must submit another request. Ad copy should be sent to Alan
Frankle, Pubs@smrhoa.com.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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SNAP phone: 520- 437-9556
http://www.sunrisesnap.org

Important Announcement!!
Sunrise Neighborhood Assistance Program (SNAP) will end all
services and programs by December 31, 2021.
Sunrise Mountain Ridge (SMR) homeowners know SNAP was founded by long-time residents Tiny Read and Lu Salisbury, along with
Jayne Henninger from another Sunrise community. Originally serving SMR residents, SNAP grew to reach residents of other Sunrise
neighborhoods who have benefited from its services and programs over the last fifteen years.
SNAP's mission has always been to assist and support older adults to remain in their homes as long as possible. Dedicated volunteers
have provided services such as transportation, minor home repairs, and occasional meals. In addition to these helpful services, SNAP
held regular socialization events and educational sessions on topics related to aging.
The social distancing required during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic forced SNAP to cease or curtail most services and programs.
Even before COVID, however, SNAP saw a dwindling demand for services. This diminished demand has led to SNAP’s decision to
close.
This dwindling demand for SNAP’s services demonstrates a change in the needs of older adults in our Sunrise communities. The
organization has seen the positive impact of technology on the lives of older adults. Ride sharing services, online shopping, and doorstep
delivery of many necessities are widely available and accessible.
Also, in ways SNAP has not seen before, families, friends and neighbors have become more involved in assisting their loved ones in
managing the challenges of aging. This trend is encouraging and softens the regret that the SNAP organization has in needing to end its
service to the community. This “neighbors helping neighbors” approach to supporting older adults to age in place in the homes they
love and the neighborhoods they trust is consistent with SNAP’s vision of a community in which older adults feel connected, supported,
and engaged. Having helped to foster this trend through its volunteer services, socialization activities, and educational offerings will be
SNAP’s enduring legacy.
SNAP is grateful to SMR residents who have supported the organization in many ways -- financially, with hours of volunteering,
spreading SNAP’s good will, and alerting staff to neighbors in need. In SNAP’s absence, please continue to look out for and engage
with your older adult neighbors.
Sunrise Neighborhood Assistance Program
6890 E. Sunrise Drive, Suite 120-298
Tucson, AZ 85750
www.sunrisesnap.org
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Please Support Our Advertisers
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SMR PHOTO GALLERY
For our website users, we like to include a monthly Photo Gallery. Please send any interesting photos of fauna, flora, sunrises,
sunsets or any other photos of items that make SMR special. Please e-mail to pubs@smrhoa.com.

Two deer behind houses on Carillo – submitted by Jim Warner
Nice rack!

The Buddha Moon (Harvest Full Moon rising)
Submitted by Eloise Gore
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